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ABSTRACT
POLICE LEADERSHIP AND SERVANT LEADERSHIP






This investigation focuses on the question of whether the qualities and
characteristics of Servant-Leadership have relevance with regard to the qualities
and characteristics associated with effective leadership in law enforcement,
particularly those of police chiefs. The research focuses on the literature and
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Police Leadership and Servant Leadership:
Determining the Connection
lntroduction
There are a great number of leadership models in existence today. These
models of leadership can vary a great deal from one another in the emphasis
they place on personal characteristics, engagement of others, approach to
decision-making and overall leadership style. ln spite of all of these potential
leadership differences, it is generally accepted and understood that leadership, in
its simplest form, is a "process of influencing others" (Slivinski, Donoghue,
Grauer, & Balthazard,1g77, p. 174). Slivinski et al (1977) further characterizes
this type of influence as one that "attracts others; people choose to be influenced
by a leader whose purpose and personal commitment to it inspires followers to
adopt the purpose as their own" (p 174)
While a number of leadership models focus on the leader (such as
autocratic and situational) one model, Servant Leadership, also focuses on the
follower Robert K. Greenleaf (1970), who is often seen as the primary authority
on servant leadership states, "The servant-leader is servant first. lt begins with
the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first" (p 7). Thus, I had
particular interest in researching leadership from this follower-leader perspective
because it is contrary, in many respects, to the majority of leader-follower
models.
Graham (1991) adds to the servant leadership description: "Lead-
modeled service (or servant Jeadership) is a gift; it also tends to be contagious so
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that followers of servant leaders are inspired to pass on the gift" (p. 111). This
suggests a "back and forth movement between leading and following" (Bryant,
2005, p.1). Graham's use of servant leadership as a "gift" and Bryant's notion of
"back and forth" between leading and following" have particglar relevance for me
in looking at my husband's 16 year career as a police officer and sergeant.
I am often reminded of the motto on many police squad cars "...to serve
and protect". This motto implies a key focus on serving others. Thus, this
spurred my intrigue into looking at servant leadership features that may be
incorporated in police leadership.
On January 1,2A07 during an arrest attempt, my husband went into
cardiac arrest after being assaulted by the assailant. The "gift" he received that
day was from the other police officers (and medics) who came to his rescue and
gave him life-giving CPR. lVly husband is alive today because of their selfless
giving efforts. To this day, as seems fitting for servant leadership qualities, no
one person has taken "credit" for saving his life.
Secondly, my husband has served in both the leader and follower roles
within the police deparlment, He is a veteran police officer and seasoned
sergeant' Thus, his experiences witness to some of the servant leadership traits
and characteristics. However, contrary to some of his experiences, the media
has often portrayed police in a militaristic, insensitive and somewhat brutal
rmage.
ln researching police leadership, the most commonly accepted leadership
model is one of a leader-led focus. lt is primarily top down and hierarchical in
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nature often referred to as a militaristic or authoritanian approach (Adlam &
Villiers, 2003). The dichotomy between servant leadership and police 1eadership
often found in literature did not necessarily fit with the experiences of my
h usba nd.
ln considering the police motto of "serve and protect", and by observing
my husband's police career as a follower and leader, and seeing him be the
recipient of a servant-like gift -- that of the gift of life, prompted the question: "To
what degree are features of servant-leadership evident in police leadership?"
The question , To what degree are features of serya nt leadership evident
in police leadership?, is interesting because it brings to light constant tension
police leaders experience in trying to balance the requirements of "serving" with
those of "protecting". Foley, Guarneri, and Kelly (2008) conducted a follow up
study to their 1983 study related to the reasons why individuals chose law
enforcement as their career choice. The number one reason cited in both
studies was "the opportunity to help people" (p 5). The next top 5 reasons
included; job security, excitement of work, fight crime, prestige of profession and
enforce laws of society (p 5) Foley et al (2008) strongly suggest that a desire to
help (serve) people and a desire to enforce laws and fight crime (protect) are
evident as a reason for choosing a police career (p S)
The chief of police of any given community has a difficult job to do. Not
only does he or she have to lead and guide his or her force, but Cowper (2000)
suggests that a chief also "has to navigate the political system that becomes
involved with every questionable action his or her officer makes. Chiefs engage
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in operations such as peacekeeping, humanitarian relief, and life saving, as well
as the direct forcible intervention in the affairs of others. They must deal
effectively with the civilian populations in and around their areas of operations
and solve problems to succeed" (pp. 231-232). ln addition, the expectations
communities have of police to meet security needs must also be conducted in a
manner that is sympathetic to the needs of the community (Rorty, 1993, p.42).
Scruton (2003) adds that "without leadership of some kind, most human beings
don't learn to respect the interests of anyone except themselves" (p 83)
Police leadership has tended to lean more toward the "protecting" side of
their responsibility and in doing so has historically followed a leader-led model of
power, influence and control Striking a balance between society's expectations
of policing injustices and being "protected" with that of "serving" the community
because of duty and care is a balance that has been difficult to meet. Thus,
identifying to what degree features of servant leadership are evident in police
Ieadership may shed some light on potentially reducing this conflict. "striking a




To answer the question , To what degree are features of servant
leadership evident in police /eadership, a review of the history and analysis of
key features of servant leadership and police leadership are needed. This paper
provides an effort to compare, contrast and evaluate two models of leadership to
see if there is a possible overlap. The implications for servant leadership's
relevance to police leadership now and in the future are refJected upon in the
conclusion.
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Historv of Police Leadership
There are many different styles of police leadership that a chief of police
uses to lead his or her force. The following section will describe the variances of
police leadership styles that have been used throughout history to the present.
Historically, ineffective police leadership practices that still exist today
have evolved from two sources - the authoritarian militaristic style of
management and management practices used during and after the lndustrial
Revolution (late 18th and early 19th centuries), according to Hansen (1991, p. 4).
This authoritarian/military model can be classified as a form of social
control characterized by strict obedience to the authority of a state or
organization. These autocratic type practices were historically based on the
belief that employees were lazy and that this type of management was necessary
to gain as much production as possible from the labor force (Hansen, 1991, p. 5).
The authoritarian Ieader "must by definition dominate the subordinates in order to
force them to achieve the organizational objectives" while at the same time, the
autocratic leader "can remove the responsibility of decision from the subordinate"
(Kingshott, 2006, p. 130).
l\4ilitaristic ideology takes the position that "superiors make decisions and
give orders, and that subordinates obey orders without question" (Panzarella,
2003, p.119). He continues to state that the [militaristic] ideology is still aJive
today and can largely be seen today in most professional police organizations (p.
1 1e).
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According to Cowper, (2000) police leadership evolved out of a militaristic
management style (p 229) This has often been evidenced through "police
departments that are organized with rank structures, uniforms and incorporate
various accoutrements of armed forces all designed to set police apart from
civilians" (p. 229). ln addition, this militaristic model is advocated by police
executives who "desire for their agencies strict uniformity, respect for the chain of
command, and the sharp, professional appearance of parade ground soldiers
patterned after military style organization and discipline" (Cowper, 2000, p.229).
Over the decades, there has been growing impatience and disagreement
with this traditional form of police leadership. Even though some, like Kingshott
(2006), feel elements of the militaristic model of police leadership have
advantages, such as, the "ability to provide for quick decision making" (p. 130) lt
can be argued, however, that other forms of leadership can make quick decisions
and not be viewed as authoritarian, autocratic or militaristic.
Change can be slow. However, over the years, "progressive chiefs of
police have gone to great lengths to distance themselves and their agencies from
the contamination of militarism" (Cowper, 2000, p. 230). The progressive police
leaders have continued to strive to change the public perception of police
leadership from that of autocratic leadership styles to more of public servants
ln supporl of the progressive police leadership changes cited by Cowper, the
lnternational Association of Chiefs of Police is one of the agencies most noted for
promoting progressive leadership practices.
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The lnternational Association of Chiefs of Police
Since 1893, the lnternational Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) has
been serving the needs of the law enforcement community and is the world's
oldest and largest nonprofit membership organization of police executives. The
association's goals are to advance the science and art of police services; to
develop and disseminate improved administrative, technical and operational
practices and promote their use in police work; to foster police cooperation and
the exchange of information and experience among police administrators
throughout the world; to bring about recruitment and training in the police
profession of qualified persons; and to encourage adherence of all police officers
to high professional standards of performance and conduct (www.iacp.orq).
While there are other associations that police executives can belong to
and receive training from, such as the FBI National Academy, the Southern
Police Institute, and the Senior [Management lnstitute for Policing, the IACP is the
preferred choice of leadership practices. The IACP membership exceeds 20,000
and includes representation from 89 countries. The Center for Police Leadership
(CLP) is a part of the IACP and has become known for its global leadership in
policing and is seen as the progressive arm of leadership practices
(www.iacp.org).
The CLP and IACP philosophy is devoted to the development and
nurturing of police professionals while at the same time focusing on elevating the
social conduct and ethical behaviors of these professionals. The very existence
of the organization is to actively and positively transform police leadership into
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leadership that promotes community oriented policing practices. The espoused
leadership model to aid in this transformation is the Dispersed Leadership lUodel
(www. iacp.org).
Drspersed Leadership
Dispersed Leadership (also known as shared, distributed, or participative
management) is a term used to describe an approach to management that
routinely disperses workplace power and influence among individuals who are
otherwise hierarchical unequals (Steinheider & Wuestewald, 2008, p. 146).
Dispersed leadership, when it has emerged in response to the nature of change
in organizations, promotes the sharing of power between leader and followers. lt
gives followers a voice in organizational leadership (Gordon, 2002, p.159).
Dispersed or shared leadership views leadership as distributed among co-
workers rather than solely among one or a few superiors.
The IACP's model of dispersed leadership is a concept that implies that
there are leaders at all levels of any organization. The unique and distinguishing
feature of the IACP model is its focus on the systematic development of leaders
at all levels of an organization-the concept of "every officer a leader" (Prince,
Hesser, & Halstead, 1999, p. 1).
The IACP believes that today's police leaders cannot do their jobs alone
and must develop leaders at all levels of their department by practicing dispersed
leadership at all levels - from patrol officer to police chief. A police organization
can no longer rely on a single leader or a small group of leaders. ln order to
develop leaders, law enforcement executives must first create a culture in their
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organizatrons that is suppoftive of dispersed leadership. This means establishing
expectations that officers will take leadership actions at their level of
responsibility, and it means providing training, support, and rewards to those who
do (Prince, Hesser, & Halstead, 1 999, pp. 1- 4)
According to Prince et al., (1999) the key features of dispersed leadership
are formulated around five principles. These five principles include:
r Shared understanding of what leadership means. lt provides
a common base of knowledge with which to understand and
discuss Ieadership issues.
. Commitment to shared goals and values by all leaders at all
levels of the organization. Having a well conceived and
accepted mission, vision, values and goals keeps everyone
synch ronized.
. Flexible and adaptable training of leadership that recognizes
that there is different leadership for different purposes
throughout the organization.
. Development of leader skills and knowledge throughout the
organ ization.
. Assessment of leader development and learning on an
ongoing and intentional basis.
In recognition of the diversity of police agencies and the communitres they
serve, the model is designed to be adaptable to an agency's individual mission
and philosophy. Even though the model is flexible, it has at its foundation set on
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core values that reflect the nature of the police profession . duty, honor, se1rce,
dignity, respecf for others, integrity, courage and toyatty WWW.IAC o ini
Other supporters of Dispe rsed Leadership
Peter Drucker (1996) supports dispersed leadership as a viable form of
leadership and success for the future. lnstead of coming from individual heroes,
future successes will come from teams that share resources and that tearn to
overlook personal ambition for the sake of the team (p.212). Raymond Gordon
(2002) has similar views of dispersed leadership. He claims that new theories of
leadership have emerged over time due to the response to the shifting of limits to
power in organizations (p 152). "There is a shared leadership responsibility by
involvement with subordinates motivated by participation" says Brian Kingshott
(2006) who believes that this form of Ieadership is of particular interest to the
police service globally, because it will have "policies that are open for group
discussion" (p. 130)
"The shift in the leadership model from emphasis on the formal leader to
a shared leadership model is subtle, powerful, and is needed now. The
designated leader can no longer do it all" (smith, 1996). smith believes that
effective leadership is shared leadership, when a team takes on the responslbility
for leadership. Robert Gallagher (2001) echoes Smith's statements as he states,
"team effectiveness can be significantly enhanced by shared leadership where
the resources of all can be engaged" (p. 1). Gallagher (2001) continues to say




Steinheider and Wuestewald (2008) define participative management as
any power-sharing arrangement in which workplace influence is shared by
individuals who are otherwise hierarchical unequals. Participative management
usually involves some form of collaborative decision-making between employees
and supervisors and can entail co-determination of working conditions, shared
information processing, problem-solving, and goal setting (p 14G)
The style and practice of police leadership is gradually evolving. At one
time, the rhetoric of police leadership revolved around the wisdom, integrity, and
courage of the solitary leader" (Wuestewald, 2006, p.1). Todd Wuestewald, the
police chief of Broken Arrow, OK, feels that "leadership has turned into a more
dynamic, multifaceted nature of teamwork, inclusion, and dispersed leadership"
(p 1) Before Wuestewald became police chief of the 91,000 person city, "the
top-down autocratic management style of the previous administration had
alienated employees and strained relationships between the administration and
labor union" (Steinheider & Wuestewald, 2008, p. 1ag).
Gordon (2002) suggests that hierarchical leadershrp structures are
currently giving way to more dispersed leadership strategies because of the
emergence of shifting power in organizations (p. 152). As further explained by
Gordon (2002), dispersed leadership primarily includes "two generic forms of
leadership"; self-leadership and team-based leadership (p.152). Self leadership
is where employees are taught to lead themselves by having each employee
taking own accountability of their path and control. Team Ieadership focuses
more on an organization that is restructured into self-directed work teams that
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are controlled by its own leader. These theories are defined as nontraditional in
their orientation because, unlike the dualistic nature of the power relationships
between leaders and followers found in traditional leadership approaches, these
theories espouse a sharing of power between leaders and followers (Gordon,
2002, p. 156)
ln the review of Iiterature around the dispersed leadership model, the main
theme was that of joint sharing between people at all levels of the organization.
This concept of "sharing" was identified in the combined literature to result in the
following areas of shared Ieadershtp. power; influence; problem-solving; decision
making; vision, goals & values; co//aboration & teamwork; communication;
learning; respons ibility & empowerment; and trust.
Other Police Agencies who espouse Disp ersed/S hared Leadership
While researching dispersed leadership and the practice of using this form
of leadership by police leaders, it was found that there are few police agencies
that currently closely align with the IACP model. Besides the Broken Arrow
Police Deparlment (BAPD), the Royal Canadian lt/ounted Patrol (RC171p) uses
the term shared leadership to support the concept that leadership can occur at all
levels of the organization (l\4urphy & Dodge, 2003, p. 7). "shared leadership is
consonant with leadership as a social process entailing interactions between
people that result in change. It captures this sense that leadership does not just
emanate from the top of an organization hierarchy" (p. 7).
The Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) in Glynco,
Georgia, has created a leadership development framework, model, process, and
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action plan to help other police agencies around the world in developing Ieaders.
The model called, "Every Officer A Leader" is a multi-dimensional approach to
the development of leaders within the police agency. lt is grounded on the
philosophy that every officer should be expected to be a leader, by virtue of what
he does, and that leader development is a continuous life-long process (Durham
& Logan, 1 997).
Other leadership models that may have elements that could be useful or
other features could be included in the IACP model. For example, there is some
literature that suggests transformational leadership elements as useful in police
leadership. h/urphy (2004) states that "transformational leadership focuses on
the relational elements of leading and emphasizes actions that inspire and
motivate followers" (p. 179). However, Sarkus (1996) states that "the
transformational models do not address issues of personal or moral
accountability" (p. 27).
Kingshott (2006) agrees with the notion of every officer is a leader
environment, as he states that "in the police service the lowest rank often has the
most power as it relates to discretion. [/anagement and leadership skills are
required, not only to the hierarchical structure of the organization, [sic] by
individual officers" (p 121).
Even though the BAPD and the RCMP espouse dispersed leadership,
they are just a couple of police agencies who have made the transition to this
relatively new concept of leadership. White the research supports the BAPD has
made the transition to dispersed leadership from militaristic only after
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Wuestewald became chief, the literature did not explain what leadership
practices the RCIMP previously used. However, it is apparent that these police
agencies are making the way toward this progressive style of leadership.
Other Police Le dership Models
While the IACP is most widely known and accepted police leadership
association within the police chief community, it should be noted that other police
leadership models do exist. The literature is consistent and suggests that the
majority of these other models primarily follow a leader-follower model, even
though the IACP espouses something different. This is a primary factor of
reasoning for choosing the IACP model of dispersed leadership as it takes a
fundamentally different approach to police leadership. Krimmel and Lindenmuth
(2001) suggest that some leadership styles are better suited for some police
departments than others $. a7\, and Hansen (1991)states that "while a
particular leadership style may be extremely effective in one situation, it may be
disastrous in another" (p. 6). Each police force must tailor management and
leadership models to its own specific policing needs (Kingshott,2006, p. 133).
The concept of tailoring leadership to specific needs is representative of the
situational model of leadership
Krimmel and Lindenmuth (2001) suggest that the bureaucratic model of
police leadership is akin to the traditional, authoritarian model of leadership.
Police chiefs may have an exaggerated sense of personal power and resist any
threat to his or her command position by restricting command positions and
keeping the command at the working-class culture. Because of the bureaucratic
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model, police departments can develop a work climate that discourages
productivity, initiative, and personal commitment while it encourages the pursuit
of individual self-interests at the expense of the police organization.
Furthermore, Krimmel and Lindenmuth (2001) conclude police bureaucratic
models create adversarial relationships between management and employees
and can foster game playing and create an impersonal work climate. Arguably,
these negative consequences of the bureaucratic model may be at the root of the
problem and keep the police departments from initiating change (pp.272-274).
lVlorreale and Ortmeier (200a) state that "most government organizations are
bureaucratic and do not allow or encourage the creativity and innovation
necessary to accommodate change" (p. 2).
According to Grieve (2003) a more contemporary, but not widely used
police model, has been developed by Bill Peace called The Seven C's. This
model focuses around the creation of a shared vision and the means by which
that vision becomes a reality. This model is one that can be viewed as an
overarching framework within which other fleadership] schemes can be
accommodated (p.191). lt is versatile; like a chameleon. lt fits well with other
frameworks. The Seven C's consist of these qualities:
. Creating a Vision - this means expressing a clear idea about the
nature of the work and about its values and standards. lt is directly
related both to quality of measureable service and to moral





that is inherently high in potential conflict. The remaining six C's
provide a means to make the vision a reality.
Communication - This means both speaking and listening. Active
listening includes Iistening to what is not being said, remembering it
and referring to it later. Listening too much is a very rare fault.
Competence - The competent leader knows what the individual
skills are that his team needs in order to achieve its collective task,
and the pressures that they bring with them. The police chief is
able to recognize, identify and develop the skills of his team, and to
provide suppoft where necessary.
Caring about people - One of the difficult things about police
leadership is that you have to care about people, but not too much.
The police leader has to be objective, to stand apart while at the
same time to care for everyone, including the victim, alleged
offender or colleague.
Confronting the issue - The good police leader will know how to
handle all situations and have the courage to confront real issues.
Consistency - Consistency is a fundamental moral virtue, and
necessary quality of a leader. The police leader who acts
irrationally or arbitrarily, or any way that his or her actions cannot





. Charisma - the police chief must be very good at promotions or
transfer celebrations (Grreve, 2003, pp. 191-193).
Summa of Police Leadershi
Police leadership today, as the literature directs, falls primarily into one of
two categories. One falls into, or closely mimics the militaristic/bureaucratic
styles of leadership, where it is Ieader-led/leader-follower and there is one leader
who makes all of the decisions. The other category where an increasing number
of police leadership models lend themselves to is a joint-leadership model, such
as shared, participative management and dispersed leadership. These models
of joint-leadership are complimentary to more of a follower-focused model such
as servant leadership.
Histo of Servant Leadershi
Servant Ieadership has it roots back to Biblical scriptures. (Harrington,
2006, p 1). The portrayal of Jesus coming to earth to serve humanity is a
commonly accepted principle of Christianity. "For the Son of Man did not come
to be served but to serve..." (NIark 10:45). Thus, servant leadership grew out of
this concept from centuries ago and has been passed down through the
generation of Christian believers
ln more modern times, Robert Kiefner Greenleaf brought the concept of
servant leadership into the 20th century. Greenleaf (1970) admittedly
acknowledges the source of the idea, servant as leader, from Herman Hesse's
book Journev to the East (1956). However, seryant leadership is a phenomenon
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that Greenleaf brought attention to, even though, as earlier stated, the idea or
theme has roots as old as the scriptures.
What is Servant Leadershi
This leadership theory is a practical philosophy which supporls people
who choose to serve first, and then lead as a way of expanding service to
individuals and institutions. "A pafticular strength of servant-leadership is that it
encourages everyone to actively seek opporlunities to both serve and lead
others" (Spears, 2004c, p. 10).
Greenleaf's (1970) strong belief that one should serve others first has
taken the term servant leadership into many definitions. His belief is that a
servant leader rs servant first. His test, although difficult to administer, is: "do
those served grow as persons; do they, while being served, become healthier,
wise, freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves to become servant?" (p 7)
Although a number of authors have written about servant leadership, the
work of Larry Spears is the most current and most aligned with that of Greenleaf.
He espouses Greenleaf's theory and adds his own variations.
Larry Spears h/odel of Servant Leadership
Larry Spears, former CEO of the Greenleaf Center for Servant
Leadership, has taken Greenleaf's view and captured the specifics into 10
characteristics. He "extracted characteristics that were most central to the
development of servant leaders" (Spears, 2004, p. 8). Although not an
exhaustive list, the 10 most critica! servant leadership characteristics according









Listening: having the ability to communicate effectively with
decision making skills, but the servant leader must be able to listen
intently to others.
Empathy: the servant leader makes every effort to empathize with
others while recognizing each person's special and unique gifts.
Healing: having the ability to heal someone's emotional pain.
Awareness: having self-awareness with the ability to understand
ethics and values, and being able to view situations from a more
integrated, holistic approach.
Persuasion: servant leaders rely on persuasion rather than
positional authority and seek to convince, rather than coerce. This
particular element offers one of the clearest distinctions between
the traditional authoritarian model and that of servant leadership
and is effective at building consensus within groups.
Conceptualization: the servant leader seeks to nurture their
colleague's abilities to dream great dreams and be able to think
beyond daily realities when looking at a problem (with an
orga n ization).
Foresight: this characteristic enables the servant leader to
understand lessons from the past, realities from present and the
likely consequence of the future.
Stewardship: the servant leader assumes first and foremost a
commitment to serving the needs of others.
a
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. Commitment to the Growth of People: the servant leader is
deeply committed to the growth of each and every individual and
recognizes the tremendous responsibility to do everything possible
to nurture the growth of employees.
o Building Community: the servant leader seeks to identify some
means for building community for those who work in businesses or
institutions (p 1 3-16).
Support for Servant Leadersh ip
While Spears' model was chosen, there are a number of other authors
who espouse this theory and provide alternative definitions and explanations of
servant leadership. For example, Harry Joiner (2007) believes that servant
Ieadership is based on humility. "Sometimes it means going down with the ship
so that others may live" (p. 2). Servant Ieaders perfect those around them by
investing in everyone and setting a benchmark example. They walk the talk -
and inspire others to raise their game, that's why they are so sought after (p 3)
Like Greenleaf and Spears, Joiner (2007) believes that servant leaders put
others first, always (Joiner, 20A7 , p 1)
Leadership is more learned than taught as people grow as servant leaders
states Page (2004), who is a professor of leadership at Trinity Western
University. He espouses the characteristics of Spears, and has established his
own set of characteristics that he uses in his leadership teachings. Some of
these are:
Always being mindful of whose benefit you serve
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A vision of serving from the heart
Two way communication - listening more than telling
Creating meaningful work experiences
Serving through teamwork and
Welcoming feedback as a means to improve one's serving (Page,
2004)
Sarkus (1996) says the "emphasis of servant leadership is to humbly
serve without the expectation to be served by those who follow" (p 27). ln a
broad sense, servant leaders are seen as entrusted servants who desire to care
for others with the context of a given plan. Sarkus (1996) states that by
encouraging individual diversity, servant leaders establish sound learning
experiences for all members, which prevents individual failure and self-serving
tendencies. While Sarkus (1996) states that servant leadership is inspirational,
moral and participative, these are traits that are not well established in other
leadership models, such as charismatic and transformational (p. 27).
Sarkus (1996) continues to state that [servant] leaders have a low need
for power, a high level of humility and increased empathy supported by sound
communication skills. Sarkus (1996) states that servant leadership has
"tremendous potential application for safety professionals. To develop and
maintain trust, executives, managers and supervisors must hold themselves
accountable for values expressed toward their employees, particularly when
these managers are responsible for employee safety" (p. 28)
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Sound safety cultures show care and concern by providing valuable tools
and learning experiences to help employees openly and effectively influence the
work habits of others. When communication and influence are founded on a
genuine desire to help, such efforts will not be viewed as manipulative. Sarkus
(1996) states that "safety is a corporate value because it is an expression of
concern for employees - any company's most valuable resource" (p 32). There
are six fundamental precepts of servant Ieadership that Sarkus (1996) has
formulated. These are:
. Vision on values
. Articulating goals
Listening is critical
Understands the importance of trust
Enlists themselves as servant first
Seeks ways to continually confirm and provide feedback (p 29)
Joe Batten (1gg8) believes servant leadership is about passionate
serving, and describes three crucial ingredients involved in servant leadership as;
Caring: As we care, we reach beyond ourselves. lf we do not care
much about others, we ultimately do not care about ourselves in the
real sense of the word.
Sharrng: To share is to serve and express caring tangibly. lt is the
here-and-now, hands-on, practical way to enrich the human
cond ition.
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Forgiving: Forgiveness is a requisite for happiness and peace of
mind (p 38)
Batten (1998) continues, "To care, share, and forgive is to live at life's
cutting edge" (p 38). He believes the more we serve and build others, the better
our lives become. This directly links to Greenleaf's test in that the people served
grow as persons and become healthier. ln turn, those served become servants
themselves.
A servant leader often lets others shine and gives others the glory, while
sometimes staying behind the scenes and purposely remains unnoticed. They
let others be in the spotlight (often because of their help) while they remain
behind the scenes. The servant leader may push others to succeed with their
guidance, without the expectation to get acknowledged. "Servant leaders are at
the bottom of the hierarchal chain" (Staley, 1995, p 1). He continues by saying
that the leader, who is at the bottom, serves and supports high-level
management, who in turn serves and supports middle management, who serves
and supports the personnel in the trenches every day, doing the job that is all
worked so hard on together (Staley, 1995, p 2).
While there are many authors on the topic of servant leadership, their
views of the model do not vary by any Iarge degree. ln fact, their models are
strikingly similar to Spears. The servant leadership model and various
expressions are in stark contrast to the traditional, militaristic authoritarian
approach to police leadership. On the other hand, as will be discussed below,
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there is a remarkable similarity between servant leadership aspects and
emerging models of police leadership.
Summarv of Servant Leadership
The literature review found common recurring characteristics albeit described
somewhat differently to Spears' published ten characteristics of servant
leadership. A distillation of these recurring themes are best categorized by the
following'. building community/building teams; commitment to the growth and
development of people; stewardship & service to others; clear vision, goa/s &
values; good communication, listening and decision making sk//s; integrity &
trust. These categories were determined based on my summary from the data
extracted from this section. The characteristics cited above will be used as a
foundation for comparison and contrasting.
Similarities between Servant Leadership and Dispersed Leadership I\4odels
There are several similarities between the dispersed Ieadership and
servant leadership models. These similarities indicate there is a definite overlap
in these two distinct, yet seemingly analogous forms of Ieadership. The most
common similarities identified through this comparative literature review resulted
in. lnfluence/persuasion, building community/teamwork, growthldevelopment of
others, sfeurardshipltrust, vision/values & goals, and shared decision making.
I nfluence/Persuasion
In servant leadership, persuasion is the reliance of convincing others and
building effective consensus within groups (Spears, 1998, p 5). The dispersed
model of police leadership espouses the idea of sharing influence across the
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organization by people who would othenruise be seen as hierarchical unequals.
(Steinheider & Wuestewald, 2008, p. 146) The characteristic of persuasion is a
feature that is essentially synonymous with the dispersed leadership
characteristic of influence.
B u ild inq Communitv/Teamwork
While not as synonymous as persuasion/influence, the servant leadership
characteristic of building community implies the engaging and working together
with others. Greenleaf speaks mostly of building community within organizations.
He defines community as a "face-to-face group in which the liabitity of each for
the other and all for one is unlimited, or as close to it as it is possible to get"
(Greenleaf, 1991, p 2g). Staley's theory of servant leadership adds more
explanation that implies collaboration of people at all levels which can be
interpreted as teamwork. "Seryant leadership begins at the bottom; the leader
goes to the bottom to support and serve those in high-level management, who in
turn supports and serves the middle management, who in turn supports those out
in the trenches" (Staley, 1995, p. 1).
Wlth dispersed leadership, a team approach is at the core of the model.
All elements of dispersed leadership stem from this concept of team work and
"sharing" of all aspects of leadership. Gallagher (2001) believes that a group
functions "more effectively when all its members accept responsibility for the
work and life of the group." He continues to say "team effectiveness can be
significantly enhanced by shared leadership where the resources of all can be
engaged" (2001, p 1)
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ln summary, the servant leadership model feature of building community
is, to a considerable degree, included in the dispersed leadership model.
"Community building" is a vague and wide spread ranging concept, but there
does appear to be considerable overlap with "teamwork".
Commitment to Growth & Development of Others
The servant leadership model emphasizes the commitment to growth and
development of people. This model takes a holistic approach to growth; meaning
it includes professional, personal and spiritual growth. According to Spears
(1998), servant leaders do everything within their power to nufture the personal
and professional growth of others (p. 6)
Dispersed leadership also emphasizes the groMh and development of
people. More specifically, it focuses on the shared and collective learning that
occurs as members of an organization work together. The IACP guiding
principles place a great amount of significance on this characteristic of growth
and development. Three of the five principles are related to the development of
people. Thus, this feature of servant leadership is significantly present in the
dispersed model of police leadership.
Stewardship & Trust
According to Block (1998), stewardship is; "holding something in trust for
another" (p. 87) Spears echoes this sentiment in his assessment of institutions
and their role in "holding trust for the greater good of society" (Spears, 1998, p.
5). Likewise, the dispersed model of leadership underscores trust as a core
element needing to exist for shared leadership to be effective (Doyle & Smith,
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20A7, p. 3). Thus, this aspect of servant leadership is evident in the dispersed
model of police leadership.
VisionA/alues/Goals
Servant leadership seeks to nurture the ability to "dream great dreams"
(Spears, 1998, p 5). Thinking beyond the day to day realities and encompassing
broader conceptualization is core to both servant leadership and dispersed
leadership. Dispersed leadership speaks specifically of having clear shared
vision, goals and values in the organization. Servant leader refers to the vision
aspects as conceptualization. Dispersed leadership expands the vision to other
shared elements such as values and goals. The IACP model specifically cites
the importance of common visron, values and goals as one of the five guiding
principles. Thus, the servant leadership feature of conceptualization is evident in
the dispersed model of police Ieadership.
Shared Decision makinq
Shared decision making is a key feature of dispersed leadership. Dinse
and Sheehan (1998) state: "Today's police leaders must be well educated so
they can wield the challenging concepts and strategies of community policing,
empowerment, problem solving, strategic planning, and joint decision making" (p.
1B) While Spears' model of servant leadership does not mention decision-
making as part of his ten listed characteristics, he cites in other articles that
"servant leadership advocates a group-oriented approach to analysis and
decision making as a means of strengthening rnstitutions and improving society"
(Spears, 1gg8, p. 7), and "society is beginning to see traditional autocratic and
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hierarchical modes of leadership slowly yielding to a newer model...of shared
leadership" (as cited in Taylor, Martin, Hutchinson, & Jinks,2007, p.404). Bryant
(2005) states: "Servant leadership emphasizes increased sharing of power in
decision making" (p. 1). Thus, there is literature to suggest that shared decision-
making is a feature of servant leadership that is evidenced in dispersed
leadersh ip.
Differences between Servant Leadershi p and Dispersed Leadership [Models
The police leadership model used by the IACP espouses the dispersed
leadership approach. The comparison with this model and the servant
leadership model develop by Larry Spears also demonstrates differences in
varying degrees. This does not suggest that characteristics that are most
significantly different are completely absent from the other model ln a number of
cases, there may be characteristics that are implied but not stated in each of the
models. However, for purposes of distinction and differentiation, if they are not
mentioned in a model, then they are considered significantly different.
The most significant differences are in the areas of what Spear's refers to
as healing, empathy, awareness and foresight. These aspects of servant
leadership stem from how an individual reacts to others. lVlore specifically, the
focus on healing is one in that the person is attuned to the brokenness of self and
others. Having empathy and understanding for others is also a difference from
dispersed leadership. This does not suggest that the dispersed leadership model
excludes empathy. However, it does not directly state this as a shared emotion
or joint responsibility of dispersed leadership. Awareness in the servant
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leadership model speaks specifically to self-awareness. lt could be argued that
awareness is an important aspect of the IACP model related to leadership
assessment and development. However, awareness is not tied to an
assessment program or intentional leader development plan in the Spears
model. This emphasis is not a key factor for the dispersed leadership model.
Lastly, the characteristic of foresighf is unique to Spears'model of leadership and
focuses on the ability to see outcomes or unintended consequences of action.
The dispersed leadership model is different from servant leadership in that
it focuses on shared responsibility in leadership of power, and problem-solving.
Servant leadership does not directly address power specifically but does mention
empowerment. Dispersed Ieadership recognizes the importance of power but
the power is shared with others. Likewise, problem-solving is not addressed as a
characteristic of servant leadership. Dispersed leadership focuses a great deal
on the importance of problem-solving with others.
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Eva luation
To what degree are the features of servant leadership evident in police
/eadership? The comparing and contrasting of the servant leadership model
and the dispersed model of polrce leadership reveals a considerabJe level of an
overlap of characteristics. Of the ten characteristics of servant leadership
reviewed and the ten dispersed leadership characteristics, six features of
servant leadership were evident in the police leadership model. They are:
i nfl u e n ce/pe rs u a s i o n, b u i I d i n g co m m u n ity/te a mwo rk, sfe wards h i p/t ru st,
commitment to growthldevelopment of ofhers, vision/valueslgoals, and shared
decision making.
Within these six overlapping characteristics, they range from a very tight
almost synonymous meaning to more loosely tied connections of meaning. The
IACP model of police leadership, which adopted a dispersed leadership model,
describes its guiding principles using servant leadership characteristics related
to the commitment of growth and development of people. Thus, it can be
reasonably concluded that the IACP espousal of dispersed leadership does
reflect a number of the servant leadership features.
Although the servant leadership features of: healing, empathy, awareness
and foresight are not included directly or tied closely with the dispersed model of
leadership, it could be argued that some of these features are implied
features of police leadership as proposed by the IACP, Grieve, Rowe,
Wuestewald et al. The servant leadership characteristics of awareness and
foresight could easily be such assumed features. For example, foresight
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centers on the ability to see the likely outcome of a situation (Spears, 1998, p.
5). lt could be argued that this is an important feature of police Ieadership.
However, in the review of literature comparing the specific features of servant
leadership and dispersed leadership models, this was not a stated feature.
Despite the similarities in the characteristics of servant leadership and
dispersed leadership, a larger question emerges related to the inconsistent
implementation of the model in police agencies. Even though the IACP uses a
dispersed leadership approach and is espoused as the police leadership model
across police in the United States and internationally, it has not seen a
consistent or full integration of this model. ln fact, great variations can be seen
from agency to agency. Other models of police leadership more widely used
may support traditional forms of leader-follower models. Steinheider and
Wuestewald (2006a) believe that while the focus of police management and
leadership styles have shifted, shared/dispersed leadership styles are still not
widely focused in the law enforcement field (p 26). They also state that the
militaristic philosophy still exists today, understandably, because of the control
oriented supervision has succeeded in bringing a degree of professionalism to
police (2006b, p 2) According to Rowe (2006), "police history has a knack for
repeating itself" which implies a return or desire to follow a more militaristic and
leader Ied model (p. 760).
Steinheider and Wuestewald (2006a) suggest that pollce organizational
structure and processes tend to adhere to more traditional hierarchical views (p
26). In hierarchical leadership, the power of the leader was visible and obeyed
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by those lower in the organization (Crippen, 2003, p. 12). ln addition, "the
premise of leadership-service combination is in direct opposition to the
hierarchical model of leadership" (Crippen, 2003, p. 12).
Thus, the challenge for a successful inculcation of dispersed leadership ls
the deep rooted habits of the traditional, militaristic model. According to Rousch
(2008) Chief of Police in Lafayette, lndiana, police departments "have
traditionally been hierarchical" (p 5). This is important because given the
strength and well established practrces of the militaristic history of police
leadership, the IACP model is a significant departure from this common agency
practice as Cowper (2000) states that "the uniforms and mannerisms and the
supposed authoritarian military style of doing business as usual continues to be
a popular organizational model for police depailments" (p. 230). The use of the
servant leadership model would then be an even sharper departure from the
common practice of leader-led, traditional forms of police leadership.
The gap between the current, militaristic police leadership practice and the
police leadership model espoused by the IACP is wide. This suggests a great
deal of change would need to occur to transform police agencies to the use of
this model Even more transformation would need to occur to implement the
additional features of servant leadership.
The fact that an international organization such as the IACP and others
embrace and train leaders according to a more progressive model seems
somewhat remarkable. However the implementation and practice of these more
progressive models are not readily or consistently used. lf there are some
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police chiefs who are not willing to make the change, then initiating this style of
leadership may take time, or may not happen at all, as some chiefs will not want
to give up power. According to Steinheider and Wuestewald (2006a),
"conventional wisdom suggests that, as a rule, police chiefs are traditional [andJ
protective of their power" (p 2)
lf the elements of IACP are indeed promoted and desired, mentoring the
preparation for police leadership consistently across agencies would likely need
to occur. Mentoring usually involves hierarchical relationships designed to
develop a protege for a particular organizational outcome and is successful when
there is mutual trust and respect (!\4urphy,2005, p. 178) James Ahlstrom (2006)
contends that the best legacy a chief can leave to his or her agency is to ensure
that the transition is smooth and the organization is well prepared with an
adequate pool of potential leaders to take the chief's place or become chiefs of
other agencies. Ahlstrom, who is the police chief of Cedar Falls, Iowa, says "a
responsibility of mentoring is helping officers identify the opportunities that will
help them develop" (p. 1). However, it must be recognized that it is hard to make
a universal change in leadership models and applications when each agency
runs so independently, as stated earlier by Krimmel and Lindenmuth (2001)
when they suggest that some leadership styles are better suited for some police
departments than others $. a7il.
Gordon (2002) highlights this difficulty in change. "A concern is that even
while new titles and new structures within an organization are being dispersed at
a sudace level, leadership outcomes may remain centralized in the hands of the
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dominant group or individual" (p 160) He also states: "Even if an organization
introduces dispersed leadership, it is highly likely that the knowledge its members
reflect upon to make sense of things, knowledge that is embedded at a deep
structure level, will reflect the principles and practices of traditional leadership" (p.
162).
The leap from the militaristic mode! to the IACP model of dispersed
leadership (or even to a more servant leadership approach) may have usefulness
in understanding the perceived dichotomy between the police oath to "serve" and
to "Protect". The number one reason for choosing a career in law enforcement is
the "opportunity to help people" (Foley, Gaurneri & Kelly, 2008, p.5). This
number one career choice reason is aligned closely with the primary focus of
servant leadership. Given the consistency of the outcomes of the studies done
by Foley, Gaurneri, and Kelly, it seems reasonable that the IACP may adopt a
more servant leadership model. This dispersed model is more similar to
characteristics of servant leadership than militaristic forms of leadership. It could
also be argued that those choosing careers for reasons of fighting crime and
enforcement may better align with a militaristic approach to leadership. Foley,
Gaurneri, and Kelly (2008) further indicate a major reason for entering the law
enforcement career is because "it is structured like the military" (p. 5). This
dichotomy may be an explanation forwhy the IACP model is not utilized to a
great degree at this time.
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Conclusion
While there are indeed features of servant leadership evident in the lACp
model of dispersed leadership, the prevalence of active militaristic police
leadership in agencies is more the norm of practice. ln recent years the
increased public scrutiny of police leadership and behavior has increased. lt is
not surprising that the IACP is advocating and espousing a more dispersed
leadership approach. lt is also reasonable to focus their approach to leadership
on one that aligns closely with the reasons for which individuals enter the police
career - for the opportunity to help others. Features of servant leadership may
be useful in bridging the perceived gap between a more traditional, militaristic
style of leadership to one that of more dispersed and service-led.
It would seem to be important that if the IACP is serious about increasing
the acceptance and demonstration of the dispersed model of leadership across
agencies that enhanced methods of training and development to police leaders
may be needed. The current model espouses growth and development practices
but is limited to any specific direction or training on "how to" move from the
traditional model to the current IACP model. More work may need to be done to
increase the adherence and adoption of the IACP model and additional servant
leadership practices. Given the gap from the current traditional model of
leadership and the IACP and servant leadership models, it is unlikely that
significant movement will be made quickly to the IACP or servant leadership
models.
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However, there is evidence that change is occurring First of all, the IACP,
the most respected and progressive police Ieadership organization does
espouse, directionally, a more servant leadership approach. It is quite
remarkable and even a bit revolutionary for the IACP, with a membership of
20,000 to endorse a dispersed leadership model. Given the history of militaristic
influence in police leadership, the fact that this dominant professional
organization promotes dispersed Ieadership model in its training and workshops
around the world is quite phenomenal.
Secondly, the deep history of the core values and motto of police agencies
everywhere - to protect and to serve - is still evident. Thus, the emphasis on
serving is still significant and is still the main reason why individuals choose the
career. ln addition, there are other models such as the 7 C's that are trending
toward a more servant leadership approach of police leadership.
Trends toward a more dispersed and servant leadership style is a positive
sign that police leadership change is happening. This desire for transformation
and change by the leading police agency, the IACP, is a significant influence in
advancing the change of police Ieadership in the future. The training of police
chiefs using the dispersed model of leadership will likely continue to advance this
change. The challenge in front of the IACP is to be able to integrate this model
into the day to day practices of local law enforcement agencies. Further
advancement of the dispersed leadership model could be enhanced if similar
agencies such as the FBI National Academy and other schools of law
enforcement espoused a similar approach. ln addition, further studies and
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research into the hurdles that prevent the IACP model of leadership from being
integrated into practice at local levels, may be worthy of investigation.
Perhaps maintaining the core values and motto of police leadership and
enforcement - To serve and Protect will serve to also support the changes
espoused by the IACP and assist in the integration of the dispersed leadership
model into common practice.
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